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New Convergence Analysis in Adaptive Control:
Convergence Analysis Without the Barbalat's Lemma

'Keum-Shik Hong*
(Received March 24. 1994)

Convergence of the state error e to zero in adaptive systems is shown using the existence and

uniqueness of solution and the existence of a Lyapunov function in which the adaptation laws

art: constructed. Results in the paper are general in the sense that it is applicable to a broad class
of adaptive systems of a linear/nonlinear, time-varying or distributed-parameter systems. Since

th{: approach taken in the paper does not require the boundedness of the derivative of the state
error e for all t ~O, it is particularly useful in the adaptive control of infinite dimensional

systems.
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1. Introduction

Whl~n a new control algorithm or a mathemati

cal model for a physical system is proposed, it is

natural to investigate whether the proposed algor
ithm or the mathematical model provides the

existence and uniqueness of forward-time solution
for all possible initial data, otherwise control
action can not be continued forward in time
forever or the mathematical modeling equation

may not accurately describe the physical process.
Once the existence and uniqueness of solution is

assurt:d then the stability of the proposed control
algorithm or the mathematical model is inves

tigated. However in the area of adaptive control
the order is interestingly reversed: An adaptive

control algorithm is first derived considering the

stability and then the existence of solution for all
t~O is assured. In this paper the asymptotic
conv{rgence of the state error to zero in adaptive
system is shown using the existence and unique

ness of solution and a Lyapunov function. This
reveals a fundamental fact in an adaptive control
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of a general system that if the adaptation law is

derived in such a way that V(x, y, .<:) ~ - a(llxll),
where V is a Lyapunov function, x denotes the
error dynamics between the plant and model, y

and z represent other involved signals such as
adaptation law and normalizing signal, and a(')

is a monotone function, then the trajectory of the
plant follows that of the model.

The main contribution of the paper is that for
a coupled dynamic system as the Eqs. (31) - (33)

(Theorem 2), the component x is shown to con
verge to zero, and adaptive control system can be

represented in this form. The component x
denotes the state error between the plant and
reference model in adaptive control, and its con
vergence to zero using the existence and unique

ness of solution is for the first time shown.
Although the approach taken in the paper pro

vides a different convergence proof for the case of

finite dimensional adaptive control, it is particu
larly useful in the adaptive control of distributed
parameter systems since it does not require the
boundedness of the state error derivative for all t
~O.

In the adaptive systems utilizing the Lyapunov
direct method in constructing control law, the
adaptation laws are derived in such a way that the

time derivative of the Lyapunov function V is
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negative semi-definite, which implies that the

origin is (uniformly) stable (in the large). There
fore even if it is necessary to assure the existence

and uniqueness of solution for all C:o:O before the

application of the Lyapunov method, the exis
tence and uniqueness question of the closed loop
adaptive system comes naturally after the assur

ance of stability since the feedback adaptive con

trol law is designed in the fashion that stability is

guaranteed. However the obtained overall

adaptive system does not admit the global Lips
chitz condition which suffices the global unique

ness.
The analysis of adaptive systems consists of

investigating (i) the stability of overall system, (ii)

state error convergence to zero, and (iii) parame

ter error convergence to zero which is related to
persistency of excitation of the input signal. In
this pElper only up to the second question, i.e. the

state enor convergence to zero, will be consid
ered. The fundamental idea of the model reference

adaptive control for the finite dimensional system

is well documented in (Narendra and An
naswamy, 1989, p. 99; Sastry and Bodson, 1989, p.
99) using a scalar differential equation. Outlining

briefly, the adaptive control law consists of some

adjustable parameters which permit the closed
loop equation to coincide exactly the reference

model equation when the tuning parameters con
verge to their nominal values. The stability of the
whole adaptive system is obtained by considering

a Lyapunov function and making it to be negative
semi-definite. The Lyapunov function involves

the state error defined as the difference between

the plant and the reference model, and the param
eter errors defined as the differences between the

current parameter values and their nominal val
ues. Since the adaptation laws are derived in the

way that all terms involving the controller param
eters ill the derivative of the Lyapunov function
cancd out each other, the global uniform stability
of the origin is at most obtained. Finally to assert

Iime(t) =0, two facts are used in the literature
1_00

(Narendra and Annaswamy, 1989, p. 85; Sastry
and Bodson, 1989, p. 19; Slotine and Li, 1991, p.
123). One is e(t)EL2(0, (0) and the other is that

e(t) is bounded for all t:20, which allow the
application of the Barbalat's Lemma. Fortuna

tely in the finite dimensional adaptive system
the second fact follows from the Lyapunov fun

ction and the nature of finite dimensionality.
Also further analysis reveals that the persis
tency of excitation of the reference input makes

the whole adaptive system to be exponentially
stable.

Compared to the finite dimensional case the

adaptive control of infinite dimensional systems is

not well understood and has only recently been
studied. Wen( 1985) proposed adaptive control

laws and analyzed the Lagrange stability of direct
model reference adaptive control in infinite

dimensional Hilbert space by using command

generator tracker approach. Hong and Bentsman
(l992b; 1993; 1994a, b) have investigated a direct
adaptive control of parabolic systems and anal

yzed the stability using the averaging method.
Demetriou and Rosen (1994) have investigated

the persistence of excitation in the adaptive identi
fication of parabolic and hyperbolic partial differ

ential equations. One of the main difficulties in
synthesizing control algorithms for a distributed

parameter system is obtaining the stability of
whole closed loop system (Hong and Bentsman,

1992a; Hong et aI., 1992; Wu and Hong, 1994).
Now we start considering the following

motivating example of infinite dimensional
adaptive control of parabolic partial differential
equation (Hong and Bentsman, 1994a, b) for the

purpose of illustrating the form of infinite dimen

sional system considered in the paper and where
the Barbalat's Lemma may not be so easily appli
cable. However in Section 3 the asymptotic con

vergence of the state error to zero without relying
on the Barbalat's Lemma will be shown by apply

ing Theorem 2. Parabolic partial differential

equations arise in many physical, biological and
engineering problems, for instance in the area of
heat transfer, nuclear reactor dynamics, chemical
reactions, crystal growth, population genetics,

flow of electrons and holes in a semiconductor,
nerve axon equations, hydrology, petroleum

recovery area, and fluid mechanics. For more
examples (Friedman, 1969; Henry, 1981) and
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references there are referred.

Example: Consider a class of distributed
parameter systems described by a linear parabolic
partial differential equation with spatially

varying coefficients as

where t is the time, pEncR denotes the spatial
variable, and u(p,t) is a control input function. a

(p) and b(p) are unknown, but a(p) >0 is
assumed to be parabolic. Boundary and initial

conditions are given as

(5)

(6)

ae(p,t) a~(p,t)

c ap ap

rPa(P'O) = rPao

- ce(p,t)~(p, t), rPb(P,O)

ae(p,t) a ( (p) ae(p,t))
at ap am ap

+ bm(p)e(p, t)

+ ~ (!/Ja(P,t) ag~~,t))

+ !/Jb(P,t)~(p,t)

e(p,t)=O, pEan

e(p,O)=~o(P)-~mo(p). (4)

Consider the adaptation laws given by

where c >0 is the adaptation gain. Then by con
sidering a functional V:(L2(n))3 -> R+ as

t)=rPa(p,t)~rP~(p) and !/Jb(P,t)=rPb(P,t)-rPi,

(p), respectively. Subtracting Eq. (2) from Eq. (I)
yields the state error equation with homogeneous

boundary conditions as

(I)

a ( (p) ag(P&)
ap a ap

+ b (p) ~ (p,t) + u (p,t) ,

t>O

ag(p,t)
at

~(p,t)= /3 (t), pE an
~(p,O)=~o(p)·

It is assumed that a (p), b (p) and the boundary
data /3 (t) are analytic in their appropriate

domains. It is also assumed that /3 (t) is a priori
known, and distributed sensing and actuation are

available. A reference model is defined as

agm (p,t) a ( (p) agm(p, t) )
at ap am ap

+ bm (p) ~m (p,t)

+r{p,t),t>O (2)

~m (p,t) = /3 (t) ,PE an
~m (p,O) = ~mo (p)

where r(p,t) is a bounded reference input. It is

assumed that am(p)~ao>O, bm(P)<O, lbm(p)l~

bo>0, and that am(P), bm(P) are analytic in n.
Now consider the following control law u(P, t)

with adjustable parameters rPa(P, t) and rPb(P, t)

such that

u (p, t) = ~ ( rPa(P, t) ag~~, t) )

+ rPb(P,t)t;(p,t) + r(p,t). (3)

The closed loop plant equation becomes identical

to the equation of the reference model when lim
t-~

rPa(p,t)=rP~ and limrPb(p,t)=rP'6, where rP~(p)
t-~

and rP'6(p) are nominal functions defined as rP~(p)

=am(P)-a(p) and rPi,(P)=bm(p)-b(p). Define
the state error e as e(P,t)=~(p,t)-t;m(p,t), and

the controller parameter errors !/Ja and !/Jb as !/Ja(P,

V(e,!/Ja,!/Jb)=+1(e2(p,t) +~( !/Ja 2(p,t)

!/Jb2(p, t) )dP (7)

and differentiating V with respect to t along the
trajectories of Eqs. (4)-(6) employing integra

tion by parts and boundary conditions yields

~~ =1( -am(p)( ae~~,t)y+bm(p)e 2(p,t)

+ !/Jb2 (P, t) )dP

s - bole2(p,t)dP

sO. (8)

Therefore the global uniform stability of the

origin (i.e. (e,!/Ja,!/Jb)=(O,O,O)) in L2(n)3 is con
cluded. Furthermore Eq. (8) implies that e(p,t)E

L 2(Ox[0, co»). However the assertion that limlle
t-~

(p,nIIL2=0 is not obvious through the similar
analysis as the case of finite dimensional system

which requires the boundedness of e(p,t) in Eq.
(4).

This paper develops a new approach in assert-
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ing the convergence of the state error to zero

which does not rely on the Barblat's Lemma. This
approach is applicable to any adaptive systems

which is constructed in the way that (i) the exis
tence and uniqueness of solutions is assured, (ii)

there exists a Lyapunov function which deter

mines the stability of the overall adaptive system,

and finally (iii) a(llellx)ELl(O,OO), where e is the
state error of an adaptive system, a(') is a mono

tone function with a(O) =0, and 11·llx denotes a
norm in a Banach space X. This approach is
particularly crucial in the adaptive control of

infinite dimensional system since it does not
require the boundedness of the derivative of the

state error for all t ~ O.

(AI) 1(t,0,0) =0. g(t,O,O,TJ) =0. I, g and hare
piecewise continuous in t, and are continuous in
other variables. Furthermore 1 and h are locally

Lipschitz in x and y. g is locally Lipschitz in x,
y and Tj.

(A2) (a) Ilf(t,x,y)ll::;:ao(y)llxll+co,\t't~O (12)

(b) IJz(t,x,y)l::;:al(y)llxI12

+a2(y)llxll+Clo\lt~O (13)

where co, C1 are constants and aO,aba2 : R m
-4 R+

are bounded for finite values of y.

(A3) there exists a function V: R k +m
-4 R+

such that

kdICxI1 2 +k21IyI12::;: V(Cx,y)

::;:k31ICxI12+k41IyI12 (14)

Lemma (Polycarpou and Ioannou, 1993): Con
sider an adaptive system Eqs. (9) - (I I) with the
assumptions above. Assume that

Then there exists a unique solution to Eqs. (9)
-(I I) defined for all tE[O,CD).

Proof: Defining z=[XT,yT,TJJT with z(O)=[x T

where kb k2,k3,k4 are positive constants, and CE
R kxn is a constant matrix.

The overall adaptive system does not admit the
global Lipschitz condition in general. However if

there exists a Lyapunov function for the whole
adaptive system, the existence and uniqueness for

all t ~O can be asserted from the Lyapunov func

tion together with the local existence and unique
ness resulting from the condition (A I)(Narendra

and Annaswamy, 1989, p. 117, Comment 3.2).

Furthermore if the considered Lyapunov function

involves only part of the state of the whole
adaptive system like (2.6), the global existence

and uniqueness can still be obtained with the
conditions like (A2). The above is summarized in

the following Lemma(Polycarpou and Ioannou,
1993), and the proof is taken for the completeness
of the paper and for later use. It should be remar

ked that the first work on the existence of solution
should may have to be attributed to (Narendra et
aI., 1980).

2. Finite Dimensional Adaptive
System

The: adaptive control of finite dimensional

systems is now well developed. In this section we
re-visit the finite dimensional case and show that
the asymptotic convergence of the state error is

well guaranteed if the adaptation laws are
designed using the Lyapunov redesign method.

Let a general finite dimensional adaptive system

of a linearjnonlinear, time-varying plant with

bounded external disturbances be given in the
following form as in the work of Polycarpou and

Ioannou( 1993).

x= l(t,x,y), x(O)=xo (9)

y=g(t,X,Y,TJ), y(O)=Yo (10)

~=-80TJ+h(t,x,y),Tj(O)=Tjo (II)

when: xER n , yER m
, TjER 1 and 80 >0 is a

constant. I, g and h are in general nonlinear
time-varying functions. The state x represents the

error dynamics between the closed loop plant
with filters and the model. The state y denotes the
estimated parameter vector which is referred to as

the adaptation law. TJ is a design variable known
as the normalizing signal. The explicit depen

dence of the functions I, g and h on t could be
due to time variation in the plant parameters and/
or exogenous signals such as plant disturbances

and reference input.

Assumptions

V(CX,y)1 ::;:0.
(9)-{lO)

(15)
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(0),/(0),7)(0)y,(9)-(II) can be rewritten as [0,(0). Q.E.D.

x(t)=x(s)+ l'!(r,x(r),y(r))dr (20)

and denote it as x(t)=x(t,x(s),s). Define a two

parameter family of map S(t,s) on R n as

where a(·) is a monotone function with a(O) =0.

Then x(t) --> 0 as t --> 00.

Proof: Let the unique solution of Eq. (9) at

time t starting with initial state x(s) at initial

time s be of the form

Remark 1: In a special case that C=I, the

condition (A I) and the Lyapunov function Eq.

(14) satisfying Eq. (15) are sufficient for the

global existence and uniqueness of x(t) and y(t).

Taking C=1 will not lose any generality in the

subsequent analysis since those components of the

vector x corresponding to the filters can be specif

ically included in the Lyapunov function. In this

case both vectors x( t) and y( t) are both bounded

by some constant ,8 for all t ~ O. Observing the

boundedness of x(t) and y(t), the boundedness

of the state error derivative can be obtained rely

ing on some conditions like Eq. (12) or directly

Eq. (9) in finite dimensional case.

Theorem 1. Consider an adaptive system Eqs.

(9) - (II) with the assumptions above.

Assume that

(19)V(X,y)I<9HlIIS -a(llxll)·

l !(t,x,y) J
j;=F(t,z)= g(t,x,y, 7)) ,

- (07)+ h(t,x,y)

Z(O)=l ~: 1
7)0

Since F is locally Lipschitz in z, by the standard

local existence theorem (see Hale, 1969) there

exists a unique solution defined on an intervalJr

= [0, T) for some T >O. Also the existence of a

Lyapunov function V satisfying Eq. (15) implies

that a set Ep={(C'x,y): V(Cx,y)s,8,,8ER+} is

positive invariant. (The possibility of existence of

finite escape times for the signals Cx and y is

removed by the function V with Eq. (15)). Hence

y( t) s,8, \:j t ~O, where ,8 is a constant not depen

ding on T. Now in the rest of proof it will be

shown that neither any component of the state x
nor 7) does "explode" in finite time. The solutions

of Eqs. (9) and (II) on the interval]Tare

x(t)=x(O) + l'!(r,x(r),y(r))dr, (16)

7)(t) = e- 8o '7)(O) +l'e- 8o
(t- r) h( r,x( r),

y(r))dr, (17)

respectively. Taking norms on both sides of Eq.

(16) using the condition (A2-a)

Then by the uniqueness and continuous depen

dence of the solutions x(t)=x(t,x(s),s) on the

triple (t, x(s), s), the mapping S(t,s) on R n

becomes an evolution process such that (Walker,

1980, p. 12)

(i) S( ·,s)x(s):R+ --> R n is continuous

(right continuous at t = s)

(ii) S(t,·)(· ):R X R n --> R n is continuous

(iii) S(s,s)x(s)=x(s)

(iv) S(t,s)x(s)=S(t,r)S(r,s)x(s), for

all x(s)ER n and Osssrst<oo.

Further also note that the condition Eq. (19)
implies that

Ilx( 011 s Ilx(O)11 + l'<ao(y )llx( r)11 + co)dr

sllx(O)II+ aol'(llx(r)II+ ~Jdr

where ao= sUPIIY(t)II<pao(y(t)). Applying the

Bellman-Gronwall's inequality yields

Ilx(t)11 s (1Ix(O)11 + ~Jeao' (18)

for all t EJr. Similarly using Eq. (18) and the

assumption (A2-b) in Eq. (17) obtains

17)( t)1 s Cl + C2ea , , \:j tEJr

for some constant C"C2' a ~O. Therefore the solu

tions can be continued past t = T and since the

solutions cannot grow faster than an exponential

function, they can not have finite escape times and

thus the solutions exist and are unique for all tE

S(t,s)x(s)=x(t,x(s), s),

Ossst<oo. (21 )
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Ca(IISU,O)xoll)dt < 00.
.0

(22) -'> 0 as I ---> 00. Q.E.D.

(23)

Indeed, the conclusion of the theorem can be

proven by contradiction. Suppose SU,O)Xo -I- 0
as I -'> Xl, then there exist an E >0 and an infinite

sequence Ij -'> 00 such that

Now however small the E is, there exist constants

M >0 and Eo >0 such that

,\1::::. ao=suPIIYUIII<paoCyU», and

-~- ~2Eo>0.

Note that if co=O, Eq. (23) is always satisfied.
Therefore taking norms on both sides of Eq. (20)

Remark 2: The above theorem suggests the

following general design procedure. Designing a
model following adaptive system consisting of a

plant, a model, filters, tuners and some normaliz
ing signals, i) derive an adaptive control law

which permits exact equation matching between
the plant and the model when the adjustable

parameters in the controller converge to some
values, ii) assure the existence and uniqueness of

solutions, iii) there exists a Lyapunov function for
the whole adaptive system and the derivative of

the Lyapunov function is of the form

Ii~:;: - a<llxll)
where x is the state error between plant and
model, and a is monotone. Then limx ( I) =0.

t -'00

Remark 4: The above theorem also concludes

the following. In general xU)E Lp(O,oo) does not
imply limxU) =0. The uniform continuity of xU)

, _00

(26)

(25)i == jU,y), x(O)=xo

then the solution would be of the form

is needed as is required in the Barbalat's Lemma.

However besides the fact that xU)ELp , if the
signal comes through a dynamical system as i =

jU ,X,y), where a unique solution exist for all t::::.
o and y is a bounded parameter, then limxU)=

t-oo

Remark 3: Note that Eq. (22) must hold for all

initial conditions xoEBp={x:llxll~,B}due to the
positive invariance of Bp• Therefore Eq. (22)
excludes the typical situation that j in Eq. (9) is

a function of only I and y. Indeed if f were of the
form (this will never happen in an adaptive con
trol since x denotes the plant with filters)

Therefore Eq. (22) is never achieved for an arbi

trary xo*O because Eq. (22) can be satisfied for
only one particular non-zero xo by offsetting the
second teLn in Eq. (26) but not for all initial

conditions.

Applying the Bellman-Gronwall's inequality

yields

E~ IISUj,O)xoll
= IIS( Ij,1 L')( 1,0)xoll

= IISUj,1 )x(t) II
~ (xU) +]1)eMur

tl

~(x(t)+ ~)e

where the second inequality above is obtained
from Eg. (24). Therefore we have

Ilx(t)ll::::. Eo

for all IE6.j =[tj- M-1,IJ. Hence

100

a(IISU,O)xoll)dl::::'~L a(IISU,Q)xoll>dl

::::.~L a(Eo)dl

= a(Eo) f m(6.j )
;'=1

for all I 2 s ::::. O.
Now without loss of generality we can assume

that t+l~lj>M~I. If we set 6.j=[lj~M~I,IJ,

then m(6.j )=M-1 >0 (m=Lebesgue measure)
and the intervals 6.j do not overlap. For IE 6. j

=00

contradicting Eq. (22). Thus we must have xU) O. Let us consider a pathological signal x( I)
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which belongs to L p but does not tend to zero
(this signal will violate the uniform continuity

condition). And let the derivative of xU) be !;U).
Then x( t) can be considered as a signal generated
through a dynamical system of the form

.dt)= !;U), x(O)=O

which is exactly the form of Eq. (25) and the only

°initial condition will provide xU)ELp.
The above observation is summarized in the

following corollary.

Corollary: Let xU)ELp(O,=), p:21, and be a

unique solution of i = fU,x,y), xERn , yERm

where y is a bounded parameter. Let f satisfy Ilf
(l,x,y)ll<:::;a(y)llxll+co, where Co is a constant
and a(·) is bounded for a finite value of y. Then

lirnx(t) =0.,-=

3. Infinite Dimensional Adaptive
System

The overall adaptive system of the Example in
Section I can be represented as

e=( (am + l'ra)e'Y +(bm+ l'rb)e
+( l'ra~~)' + l'rb~m;

e(p,t)=O,pEaO; e(p,O)=eo (27)

/;a=Ee'(e'+~m'), l'ra(p,O)=l'rao (28)
/;b = - Ee( e + ~m)' l'rb(P,O) = l'rbO (29)

where· and' denote the derivatives with respect
to t and p, respectively, and ~m(p,t) is an
exogenous signal. Substituting Eqs. (28) and (29)

into Eq. (27), Eq. (27) has the form

e=BU,e)e+ gU,e) (30)

where

BU,e)· =((am + l'rao+ E1'((e')Z

+ e'~m')dt)(.)')'

+(bm+l'rbO- El'(ez+ e~m)dt ).

gU,e)=((l'rao+ E1'((e')Z

+ e'~m')dt)~m}

+( l'rbo~El'(eZ+e~m)dt )~m

Since ~m(P, t) is smooth, there exists a to >0 such
that the principal term of Eq. (30) is strongly

elliptic for all tE[O,to], i.e.

< -BU,e)e,e>:2c<e,e>,
'v'tE[O,to], c>O.

Therefore Eg. (30) is parabolic (Friedman, 1969,

p. 134), and there exists a unique solution for tE

[O,to]' Typical values of those a, (J, p on page 170
of (Friedman, 1969) for Eq. (30) can be chosen as

a=I/2, and (J=p=l. Finally the Lyapunov
function defined as in Eq. (24) ensures that all
solutions belong to a closed bounded set, and

hence their existence for all t:2°is guaranteed as
well.

Theorem 2: Consider an evolution equation as

x(t) +A(yU»x(t) = f( t,x,y),
x(O)=xo (31)
y(t)=gU,X,Tj), y(O)=Yo (32)
~(t)= - ooTj(t)+hU,x,y), Tj(O) = Tjo (33)

where xEX, yE Y, and zEZ. X, Y and Z are
Banach spaces. 00>°is a constant. Let the state x
denote the error dynamics between the plant and

model, the state y represent the parameter vector
to be tuned, and Tj refer some normalizing signal.

Assume that
(i) there exist unique solutions to Eqs. (31)

-(33), and the unique solution of Eq. (31) has

the form

x(t) =<I>U ,O)xo+ l'<I>U, dfU ,x( d,

y(r»dr (34)

where <I>U ,s) is an evolution system correspond
ing to - A(y( 0).

(ii) (a) IlfU,x,y)ll<:::;ao(y)llxll+co, 'v't:20
(b) Ih( t ,x ,y) 1<:::; aj(y) Ilxllz+az(Y) Ilxll + CJ,

'v' t :2 0,

where Co, C j are constants and aD, aj, az: Y -4 R+
are bounded for finite values of y.

(iii) there exists a functional V:R X X X Y -4

R+ such that

kdlxIIZ+kzllyIIZ<:::; VU,x,y)
<:::; k311xllz+k411yliZ

where k j , kz, k3 , k4 are positive constants.
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(iv) there exists a continuous non-decreasing
function a(') with a(O) =0 such that

VU,X,y)1131H32J~-a(llxll)·
Then IlxW11 -> 0 as f -> 00.

Proof: Using contradiction, a similar strategy

as in Theorem I is applied. Suppose that Ilxu )11
+0 as f --> 00, then there exist an E >0 and an
infinite sequence fj -> 00 such that

Ilx( 1;)11 = II S( fj ,Oholl:2 E

where SU ,Oho is the unique solution of Eq. (31)

starting at initial condition xo at time O. Taking
norms on the Eq. (34) with the initial state x(s)

and time s using the condition on f yields

IlxW11 ~Mdlx(s)11 + ['Ml(M21Ix( r)11 + co)dr

~Mlllx(s )11 +MIM2['(llx( r )11 +C;;Jdr

where M 1= sup IIct>U ,s )11, and Mz is chosen to
S,tE[O,OO)

be sufficiently large so that (d c ~ col M2 ):2 Eo >
0. Applying the Bellman-Gronwall's inequality

Ilx( f )11 ~ (M,llx(s)11 +'M2 )C M
,M2U-SJ

for all f:2 s :20. Now we take the sequence t; such
that tj + 1 - fj > (M1M 2)-t. Then the intervals !:lj

defint:d as !:lj=[fj-(M1M 2)-t, fj] do not over

lap and m(!:lj) > O. For any f E!:lj

E~ IIS( fj,Ohall = II S( fj ,tlS( f ,Ohall
= II SUj , t)x(t)11
~(M,XU)+ C;;Je M

'M2I
tJ-'J

~(MtXU)+C;;Je
Then:fore we have

IlxWII:2 Eo

for all fE!:lj, which leads to contradiction to the
condition (iv) in the theorem. Therefore we must

have IlxW11 -> °as f -> 00.

4. Conclusions

Asymptotic convergence of the state error to
zero for a general adaptive control system which

includes both finite and infinite dimensional

adaptive systems is investigated. The method
developed in the paper is general and therefore is
applicable to any adaptive system in assuring

convergence of the state error to zero if the

adaptive system is constructed in such a way that
(i) the existence and uniqueness of solutions is
assured, (ii) there exists a Lyapunov function

which determines the stability of the overall

adaptive system, and finally (iii) a(llellx)ELt(O,

(0), where e is the state error of an adaptive

system, a(') is a monotone function with a(O) =

0, and 11·llx denotes a norm in a Banach space X.
This approach is particularly crucial in the
adaptive control of infinite dimensional system

since it does not require the boundedness of the

state error for all f:2 O.
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